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Wishing You a Wonderful
Holiday Season
All of us at IPISC would like to give
thanks and wish the happiest of
holidays and a bright and wonderful
new year to you and your family.
Thank you for your business, and we look forward to a prosperous new
year!

IPISC's Employees
Generously Donate to Those
in Need
Each holiday season, IPISC's employees
team with Wayside Christian Mission to
generously donate everyday items, such
as blankets, toiletries, socks and toys,
things that we many times take for
granted, to those in desperate need this holiday season.
Wayside Christian Mission in Louisville, KY continues to serve as a safety
net to the homeless in our community. They address the primary causes of
homelessness in a nurturing, caring environment. Homelessness doesn't
just affect adults, children and teens are also extremely vulnerable to its
effects.
Wayside's mission is to tackle the root causes of homelessness, such as
alcoholism, substance abuse, domestic violence, mental illness and lack of
education. By addressing these issues, they have been able to help those
in need return to the community as sober, self-supporting citizens. If you are
interested in learning more about Wayside's mission, please visit their
website or donate here.

Patents are Strategic Business Assets
How are you budgeting for the cost
of infringers? Patent rights are stolen
by competitors everyday, exposing
companies to costly infringement
litigation.
If you can't afford to protect your ideas, you
risk going out of business or being forced
into unattractive licensing agreements.

Avoid these dismal alternatives by
securing an Enforcement policy from
IPISC which will:
Pay legal costs to enforce your rights against infringers and for
declaratory judgments.
Allow the courts to make the decision on the case merits.
Discourage potential infringers.
Offer confidence that you can't simply be spent out of business with a
frivolous lawsuit.
Keep companies in the fight and prevent a forced settlement.
Support claims to the fullest extent of the policy.
Ensure your company is covered for this devastating risk. Put the Global
Leader on your side. IPISC provides clients peace of mind by protecting
businesses against crippling litigation.
Request a Premium Indication Here

Are You Insured Through IPISC?
IPISC is the pioneer of intellectual
property (IP) insurance. No other
provider comes close to our experience or
expertise. Only IPISC brings:
EXPERIENCE
We have 25 years of continuously offering IP insurance. We have
funded and enabled clients to pursue cases to the U.S. Supreme Court.
CUSTOM SOLUTIONS
We are forward thinking not a cookie cutter company. We offer custom
solutions for IP risk, ultimately providing peace of mind.

FOCUSED
We thoroughly research and underwrite each risk, offering the best terms
and IP risk overviews for our clients.
INVENTIVE
We don't stop at obstacles. Just because if hasn't been solved
doesn't mean it can't.
You want the Global Leaders at IPISC on your side.

Do Your Clients Know
Their Risk?
IPISC proactively helps identify
your clients' real intellectual
property (IP) exposure.
IP infringement is a reality, but your clients can be prepared.
IPISC's Risk Analysis Services:
Offer custom risk assessments for your clients' IP risk.
Detect your clients' potential risks and exposures to IP infringement.
Uncover current and potential competitors.
Provide a realistic overview of the technology space in which your
clients are operating.
Don't wait until it's too late. Be proactive, not reactive... know the risk.

IP Insurance Webinar:
Don't Be Caught Unprepared!
It is essential to seek separate coverage for
intellectual property risks.
Join the industry experts at IPISC on January 20th to learn about
intellectual property infringement coverage!
There is no other instructional tool available that gives you more focused
expertise on identifying and managing intellectual property infringement
risk.
Let us arm you with the tools needed to provide peace of mind and to help
protect against potentially crippling intellectual property litigation. Register
now HERE

Want more information?

Contact a Team Member today!
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